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ABSTRACT
Street names are not only used across the world as part of addresses,
but also reveal a lot about a country’s identity. Thus, they are
subject to analysis in the fields of geography and social science.
There, typically, a manual analysis limited to a small region is
performed, e.g., focusing on the renaming of streets in a city after a
political change in a country. Surprisingly, there have been hardly
any automatic, large-scale studies of street names so far, although
this might lead to interesting insights regarding the distribution of
particular street name phenomena.

In this paper, we present an automated, world-wide analysis
of street names with date references. Such temporal streets are
frequently used to commemorate important events and thus partic-
ularly interesting to study. After applying a multilingual temporal
tagger to discover such street names, we analyze their temporal and
geographic distributions on different levels of granularity. Further-
more, we present an approach to automatically harvest potential
explanations why streets in specific regions refer to particular dates.
Despite the challenges of the tasks, our evaluation demonstrates the
feasibility of the street extraction and the explanation harvesting.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When strolling the Avenida 9 de Julio in Buenos Aires or the Straße
des 17. Juni in Berlin, chances are high that one either already
knows the reason behind the naming of the street or that locals can
tell tourists what is commemorated by the street name: Argentina’s
Independence Day on July 9, 1816 and the uprising of East German
workers on 17th of June, 1953, when several protesting workers
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were shot. However, what about all the streets in Brazil that refer to
362 distinct days of the year? And what about the more than 40,000
streets across the world that are named in a similar way, i.e., with
a date mention? Knowing the reasons behind such street names
could not only be interesting for a travel enthusiast, but also for
social scientists, historians, and other researchers as the history
behind a street name says a lot about a country and its culture.

In social science and geography, the commemorative power of
street names has often been subject of analysis (e.g., [8]), and it
is well known that street names are not only used as parts of ad-
dresses but are often markers of historical events for a region. In
these research areas, manual studies typically focus on the naming
or renaming of streets in a limited region and during a particu-
lar time [9, 10, 26, 27] or on a particular personality after which
streets are named [3–5]. In contrast, in the context of natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) and geographic information retrieval (GIR),
street names are processed automatically. Here, they are a special –
and due to the high ambiguity particularly challenging – type of
toponyms, which need to be detected and grounded [12, 25, 39].

Interestingly, though being of interest for the extraction and
disambiguation in NLP and GIR for address geo-coding [25], and
despite their importance in social science due to serving as impor-
tant commemorative landscape for remembering the past [3], street
names have hardly been analyzed automatically and on a large
scale so far. Two exceptions are an analysis of the distribution of
male and female names in street names in seven major cities as a
blog post [32] and our own preliminary work [6]. A reason for the
lack of more prior work is that several challenges are involved, e.g.,
a high number of languages has to be considered and determining
the reason behind a street name is often difficult.

We perform, to the best of our knowledge, the first world-scale
analysis of street names and make the following contributions:
• we extract all street names from a map provider grouped by
region, determine the language(s) spoken in each region, and
automatically detect all street names with date references,
i.e., temporal streets (Section 2),
• we develop a model to automatically gather region-level
explanations for the naming of temporal streets (Section 3),
• we perform an in-depth temporal and geographic analysis
of temporal streets to study the distribution across regions
and to detect which dates do most frequently occur in street
names, in general and in particular regions (Section 4), and
• we evaluate both, the extraction and the explanation har-
vesting processes (Section 5).

All data sets and a link to an online tool (Section 6) to explore
temporal streets are available at: http://ts.wannauchimmer.de/. Re-
lated work is finally surveyed in Section 7.
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street names by region as 〈OSM-id, street name〉 tuples

OpenStreetMap

languages
by region
reg1: [la , lb ]
reg2: [lc ]
reg3: [la , ld ]
...

temporal tagger post-proc.

temporal streets

01-01 OSM-id27, OSM-id2311, ...
01-02 OSM-id13, OSM-id1309, ...
...
12-31 OSM-id89, OSM-id2410, ...

Figure 1: Pipeline to extract temporal streets.

2 EXTRACTION OF TEMPORAL STREETS
In this section, we explain what types of temporal expressions we
want to extract from street names. Then, we describe our extraction
pipeline, which is depicted in Figure 1.

2.1 Temporal Expressions of Interest
Following the temporal markup language TimeML [31], a temporal
expression tei is of a type t ∈ T , with T = {Date, Time,Duration,
Set}. Time and date expressions refer to points in time of different
granularities д ∈ G, with G = {..., Gpar t -of -day , Gday , Gweek , ...},
so that Gpar t -of -day <T Gday <T Gweek , etc. It is defined that
t (tei ) ∈ Time if д(tei ) <T Tday and t (tei ) ∈ Date if д(tei ) ≥T
Tday . Date expressions can be further classified as explicit, implicit,
relative, and underspecified [35]. Examples are shown in Table 1.

In texts, temporal expressions are realized as strings (e.g., “No-
vember 23, 2016”) and can be normalized to a value in standard
format (e.g., 2016-11-23). They can thus be formally defined as:

Definition 2.1. A temporal expression te is a five-tuple ⟨s , l , t , д,
v⟩ realized as a string s in a language l (l ∈ {English, Spanish, ...}),
is of type t (t ∈ {Date, ...} and granularity д ∈ {Gday , ...}, and can
be normalized to a value v in standard format.

In contrast to other natural language texts, street names are
extremely short and there is no space for any kind of context infor-
mation. In addition, street names are often used to commemorate
important events in a region’s history. Thus, as our analysis will con-
firm, date expressions are much more frequent than duration, set,
and time expressions, but implicit and relative date expressions are
infrequent in street names compared to explicit and underspecified
ones. Reasons are that relative expressions could not be resolved
due to missing context, and implicit expressions are often named
after an entity or event so that a street would more likely be named
after the entity or event rather than the respective date expression,
e.g., “Columbus Street” instead of “Columbus Day Street”.

To refer to important events of the history of a particular region,
date expressions often occur with a granularity of day – either
explicitly, i.e., with year information, to directly refer to the date
of the event, or underspecified, i.e., without year information, to
commemorate the event by referring to the yearly anniversary.
Thus, the focus of our analysis will be on so-called temporal streets.

Definition 2.2. A temporal street s is a street with a name n(s )
containing a temporal expression te , with t (te ) ∈ Date and д(te ) ∈
Gday , realized either explicitly (i.e., with year information) or un-
derspecified with day and month, but without year information.

Table 1: Temporal expressions as defined in [31] and [35].

duration three years / 20 days
set twice a week / yearly
time 9 pm / the morning of the 1st of May

date, explicit November 23, 2016 / May 2017
date, implicit Columbus Day / Good Friday
date, relative two years ago / the following day
date, underspecified March / September 13

2.2 Map Data and Street Name Extraction
To get access to street names all over the world, there are several
map providers available, e.g., Google Maps, Bing Maps, and Open-
StreetMap (OSM). We rely on OSM [19] as it is publicly available
for query and download and there are APIs to access the data.1

The conceptual model of OSM contains nodes to define points in
space, ways to define linear or polygonial boundaries, and relations
to define how elements relate to each other. All elements can have
associated tags of key-value pairs, e.g., to specify the type of a way
element or to set another attribute such as a name of a street.

As potential languages for all street names are needed for further
processing, we organize all streets in region buckets. Using Geo-
fabrik2 and Gisgraphy3, OSM data excerpts are available on region
level, and we create a data bucket for each region with an own coun-
try code.4 For all buckets, we extract all way elements containing a
highway key with any value such as “primary” or “pedestrian”, and
keep all elements which also contain a name attribute. The streets
are stored as ⟨OSM-id, street name⟩ tuples. Details about a temporal
street (e.g., its city) can later be accessed via its OSM-id.

The total number of street elements, which we extracted from
OpenStreetMap is 29,109,428. Initially, there had been 250 region
buckets with OSM data. However, as some very small islands are
assigned own country codes, OSM does not contain any street
information about them and some of the buckets have been empty,
e.g., those of Tokelau and Bouvet Island. Out of the initial 250 region
buckets, 243 contain at least one street in our data set and thus
contribute to the total of more than 29 million street elements.

2.3 Assigning Languages to Regions
Street names occur in various languages. For example, street names
in Germany are typically in German, whereas street names in Spain
are typically either in Spanish, Catalan, Basque, or Galician. Using
the Wikipedia article5 List of official languages by country and terri-
tory, we assign to all region buckets all official languages spoken in
respective areas. This information is then used to run a multilingual
temporal tagger with respective language settings.

In addition, we process all street names with English, as in some
countries, English is used for naming streets although it is not an
official language. For instance, there is the 14th October Street in
Yemen, although Yemen’s official language is Arabic.

1https://www.openstreetmap.org/
2https://www.geofabrik.de/geofabrik/geofabrik.html
3https://download.gisgraphy.com/openstreetmap
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_official_languages_by_country
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2.4 Temporal Tagging of Street Names
Temporal tagging is the NLP task of extracting and normalizing
temporal expressions from texts [35]. Detected expressions are
assigned type and normalized value information (cf. Definition 2.1).

Normalizing the Local Semantics. For the disambiguation of rel-
ative and underspecified date expressions, context information
is required. For instance, without further information, the under-
specified “September 13” cannot be normalized to a specific year.
However, as street names typically do not contain context informa-
tion, we normalize only the local semantics of temporal expressions
(e.g., “September 13” receives the value XXXX-09-13) – similar as
the formalism for local semantics of temporal expressions in [30].

Temporal Tagger Selection. While there are some temporal tag-
gers available, e.g., SUTime [14], UWTime [24], andHeidelTime [34],
we are faced with highly multilingual data so that the main cri-
terion for selecting a temporal tagger is its support for multiple
languages. SUTime and UWTime both support English only, and
HeidelTime comes with manually developed resources for 13 lan-
guages. In addition, it was automatically extended to cover more
than 200 languages [34]. Thus, for languages with manually cre-
ated resources, we use those, and for all other languages, we use
HeidelTime with the automatically developed resources.

Note that the expected variety of temporal expressions occurring
in street names is rather limited compared to other types of texts,
and our particular interest lies on temporal streets (cf. Definition 2.2).
Thus, although HeidelTime’s automatically created language re-
sources are less sophisticated than the manually developed ones,
they can be expected to work fine for our purpose for many lan-
guages. Nevertheless, to decrease the number of missed temporal
expressions, we apply some post-processing (cf. Section 2.5).

To normalize all temporal expressions with respect to their local
semantics, we set HeidelTime’s domain type parameter to narra-
tive and process each street name as a single document to avoid
that information about any other street name is used as context
information for normalizing underspecified expressions.

Temporal Tagging Output. After processing the street names
with HeidelTime for all determined languages, we filter streets
with temporal expressions. Due to using multiple languages, some
streets might have overlapping matches. In such cases, we keep the
longest match as it will have the most precise temporal information.
For instance, in Rambla 25 de Agosto de 1825, Spanish HeidelTime
matches 25 de Agosto de 1825 and English HeidelTime matches 1825.

The output of this processing are street elements as six-tuples
⟨OSM-id,n, s, l , t ,v⟩, i.e., an identifier OSM-id, the street name n,
the extracted string s , the language l used for extraction, a type t ,
and a normalized value v , e.g., ⟨444578101, Rambla 25 de Agosto de
1825, “25 de Agosto de 1825”, Spanish, Date, 1825-08-25⟩.

After normalization, temporal expressions are term- and language-
independent and our analysis can be performed for all temporal
streets of the world simultaneously and in an identical manner.

2.5 Post-processing of Street Names
A first inspection of the tagging output revealed three main issues:
(i) Italian data processed with English contained temporal expres-
sions which were not extracted with the Italian resources, (ii) with

some of the automatically developed resources, HeidelTime missed
parts of temporal expressions, and (iii) same street names occurred
multiple times in particular for rather long streets. For this, we
performed the following adaptations and post-processing steps.

Adapting Italian Resources. HeidelTime’s Italian resources con-
tain a negative rule to avoid the extraction of temporal expressions
within street names. Though this might sound surprising, accord-
ing to the TimeML specifications, phrases that are part of proper
names (e.g., titles of books) should not be extracted as temporal
expressions [13, 15]. Despite that specification, only HeidelTime’s
Italian resources contain such a negative rule, probably due to the
occurrence of a not-annotated date in a street name in the EVALITA
training data, which was used to develop the Italian HeidelTime
resources [28]. Obviously, we removed that negative rule.

Refining Normalized Information. For some languages with au-
tomatically created resources, we identified that parts of temporal
expressions have been missed by HeidelTime. For instance, a Bul-
garian street name with the string 8-ми март 1948 (8th of March,
1948) was matched as март 1948 and normalized to 1948-03, i.e.,
the “8th” (8-ми) was not part of the extracted expression.

We thus ran the following post-processing strategy to detect
missing day information: street names without day but with month
information (determined via the normalized value) were checked
for numbers between 1 and (29|30|31) depending on the normal-
ized month information. If such a number was detected, the value
attribute was modified to the respective day granularity value.

Duplicate Removal. For many countries, identical street names
occurred several times in the temporal tagging output. Obviously,
identical street names can be used to refer to different streets, e.g.,
within a country, but it is rather likely that spatially proximate
streets with identical names are parts of the same street.

To detect duplicates, we used the Nominatim tool6 for reverse
geo-coding. We stored for each OSM-id available information about
the suburb, district, postal code, city, state, and country. Although
latitude/longitude information could be used to determine if streets
are spatially close to each other, a proximity threshold would have
been required. Instead of using a difficult to determine and man-
ually set parameter, we assume that streets with identical names
occurring in the same postal code, suburb, or district (depending
on which information is available) are considered as duplicates. In
contrast, streets with distinct OSM-ids and identical names that are
located in the same city, state, or country but with different postal
code, suburb, or district information are assumed to be distinct.

2.6 Detected Temporal Expressions
Table 2 shows the number of street elements with HeidelTime
matches as well as the frequencies of the four types of temporal
expressions. Out of the more than 29 million street elements ex-
tracted from OSM, HeidelTime detected temporal expressions in
392,446 of them. That is, a significant percentage of about 1.35% of
all street elements extracted from OSM have a name with an ex-
tracted temporal expression. About 97% of these expressions are of
type Date. While there are also few Duration expressions (1.98%)

6https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Nominatim
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Table 2: Number of street elements with temporal expres-
sions as detected by HeidelTime.

total Date Duration Time Set
392,446 380,667 7,778 3,883 118

97.00% 1.98% 0.99% 0.03%

Table 3: Number of temporal streets after duplicate removal.

total with year information without year information
41,179 7,100 (17%) 34,079 (83%)

and Time expressions (0.99%), there are almost no Set expressions
(0.03%) detected. The following list shows one example per type,
with temporal expressions highlighted in italics.
• date: “Rambla 25 de Agosto de 1825” (Spanish, Street of the
25th of August 1825), Montevideo, Uruguay
• duration: “Nine Days Lane”, Redditch, England
• time: “Sunday Morning Lane”, near Leesburg, Virgina (USA)
• set: “Route de l’Annuelle” (French, Route of the Annual) near
Saint-Claude, France

Note that not all types of temporal expressions are equally likely
to be extracted correctly. A first look into the street names with
extracted temporal expressions for some languages we are familiar
with showed that there are quite some false positives or cases which
are difficult to decide without local knowledge due to ambiguities.
That is, words in street names may or may not refer to a date, time,
duration, or set. An example is the French street “Rue du Midi” –
in which “Midi” was extracted as “noon”, but “le Midi” is also used
to refer to the South of France.

Obviously, due to the lack of context information and the high
number of languages, a full evaluation of streets across the world
is not feasible, and the numbers reported in Table 2 should be
interpreted with that in mind. However, in the following, we focus
on temporal streets, i.e., street names which are frequently used
to commemorate important events in a region’s history. Temporal
streets are likely to be extracted correctly due to the joint mention
of day and month (and year) information. Thus, we assume that not
many false positives are part of the set of streets that our analysis
is based on – as we will also show in our evaluation in Section 5.

2.7 Extracted Temporal Streets
As defined above, temporal streets contain in their names date ex-
pressions referring to days, either with or without year information.
Besides occurring quite frequently (as will be shown below) and the
high likelihood of being extracted correctly, such street names are
likely to commemorate important events in a country’s or region’s
history and are thus particularly interesting to study.

As summarized in Table 3, out of the 392,446 street elements
with any type of date expression of any granularity (cf. Table 2),
we found after duplicate removal 41,179 streets with names con-
taining references to days. 83% of them occurred as underspecified
expressions without year information in the name, and 17% were
explicit expressions containing day, month, and year information.

Table 4: Harvested explanations by method.

street- country- holiday- event- dense-
page page list mentions region

≈ 700 ≈ 5,500 ≈ 14,000 ≈ 2,000 ≈ 1,000

3 EXPLANATION HARVESTING
To harvest explanations for the extracted temporal streets, we make
heavy use of Wikipedia to generate candidate explanations. For-
mally, the goal is to harvest explanations as defined in the following:

Definition 3.1. An explanation e is detected by a methodm as a
potential reason why a temporal street s located in a region r is
assigned a name n referring to a particular day normalized as value
v by the applied temporal tagger.

3.1 Candidate Pages
To be able to extract possible explanations for the naming of tem-
poral streets, we need to either find pages about a particular street
directly, or co-occurrences of the date mentioned in the name (n)
and the region (r ) in which the street is located. For this, we process
the full English Wikipedia7 with HeidelTime and index all normal-
ized values of the extracted temporal expressions, in addition to the
title and the terms of the pages. These indexes are then exploited
by several methods m. Table 4 shows the number of harvested
explanations after the successive applications of these methods.

3.2 Wikipedia Pages on Particular Streets
If a street is a major landmark in the city or even country, in which
it is located, there might exist a Wikipedia page about the street.
In these cases, chances are high that an explanation behind the
reason of the street name is also provided, which we try to extract
using a pattern matching approach searching for sentences con-
taining phrases such as “named”, “renamed”, “commemorates” etc.
(m=“street-page”). For instance, the “Straße des 17. Juni” in Berlin
has its own page,8 from which we extract the explanation:

In 1953, West Berlin renamed the street Straße des
17. Juni, to commemorate the uprising of the East
Berliner workers on 17 June 1953, when the RedArmy
and GDR Volkspolizei shot protesting workers.

Explanations of famous streets in a particular city are inherited to
streets with identical names in the same region (typically on country
level). For instance, few further streets and places in Germany refer
to the 17th of June, e.g., in Hamburg and Leipzig.

3.3 Wikipedia Pages on Countries
All sentences in articles about a country and containing a date
expression are extracted as potential explanations for temporal
streets referring to these dates in respective regions (m=“country-
page”). Note that independent of the language of the street name,
temporal expressions can be matched due to the normalized values
in the street names and the Wikipedia pages.
7We focus on English Wikipedia as estimating the explanation harvesting quality
based on evaluating samples for all involved languages would be infeasible.
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stra%C3%9Fe_des_17._Juni
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For instance, the article on France9 contains several such men-
tions, e.g., a sentence with an expression normalized to 1789-07-14
describes the Storming of the Bastille, an event that later resulted in
the creation of a public holiday. This explanation can thus be used
for streets in France containing the normalized values 1789-07-14
and XXXX-07-14.

3.4 Wikipedia List of Public Holidays
We also used the Wikipedia page about holidays grouped by coun-
tries10 and extracted for each country all dates and holiday names as
potential explanations for streets in respective countries (m=“holiday-
list”). The idea is that holidays are typically on days when important
events took place so that the naming of a street referring to the
same date has the same explanation as the holiday. For instance, the
street “18th November street” in Muscat, Oman can be explained by
the fact that the 18th November is a public holiday to commemorate
the Sultan’s birthday.11

3.5 Wikipedia Pages Mentioning Events
Using our pre-processed and indexed English Wikipedia dump,
we also searched for all ⟨date, region⟩ combinations potentially
describing events happening at the specific date in the specific
region. That is, given a street with value vi extracted from region
ri , ⟨vi , ri ⟩ co-occurrences in Wikipedia sentences are harvested as
potential explanations for that street (m=“event-page”). For instance,
a street in Saarland, Germany is named “Straße des 13. Januar” and
we are able to harvest the explanation on the Wikipedia page12
about the Saar referendum in 1935, in which the following sentence
describes what happened on that day in Saarland:

A referendum on territorial status was held in the Territory
of the Saar Basin on 13 January 1935, over 90% voters opted
for reunification with Germany [...]

However, due to the high risk of extracting false explanations
with this rather general approach, this method was only applied
for such ⟨date, region⟩ combinations, which contain explicit date
mentions in street names, i.e., date mentions with year information.

3.6 Temporally Dense Regions
As a final method, we tried to detect regions inwhichmany temporal
streets are located (m=“dense-region”). Such regions might be an
evidence that not specific events are commemorated, but the date
mentions are just used for organizing the street names in specific
areas – similar to the usage of enumerated streets and avenues in
many cities, e.g., in the US. For this, we calculate the distance of a
street to the closest x temporal streets within a distance θ .

Based on observations in the data, we set the parameter θ to
“one kilometer” and x to 10. We found that in many areas five
temporal streets occur within one kilometer – however, then for
most of the streets explanations have been harvested using any of
the above mentioned methods. Thus, we increased the parameter x
to 10, which reflects the goal that this method is only considered as
fallback option and only in very temporally dense regions.

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/France
10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_holidays_by_country
11https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_holidays_in_Oman
12https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saar_status_referendum,_1935

Table 5: Distribution of temporal streets on continent level.

Europe S. America N. America Asia Africa Oceania
50.62% 31.04% 12.45% 5.30% 0.57% 0.02%
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Figure 2: Distribution of temporal streets across countries
and the temporal coverage per country [log scale].

3.7 Summary
Using the above methods, we harvested potential explanations for
about 62% of the temporal streets in our data set (cf. Table 4).

4 ANALYSIS OF TEMPORAL STREETS
We now analyze temporal streets w.r.t. their temporal references,
their geographic distributions, and the languages of their names.

4.1 Country- and Region-based Analysis
We started the street extraction process from OSM with 250 coun-
tries (region buckets). 243 had at least one street, and 187 had at
least one street with a name from which a temporal expression was
extracted. However, not all of them contain temporal streets.

Distribution across Continents. Table 5 shows the distribution
of temporal streets on continent level (with Russia as Asia). As can
be observed, temporal streets are particularly frequent in European
and (Latin) American countries.

Number of Temporal Streets across Countries. The more than
41,000 temporal streets are spread across 118 countries in a very
unbalanced way. The distribution across countries is shown in
Figure 2, and all countries with 100 or more temporal streets are
listed in Table 6.13 We can observe that France, Italy, and Brazil
have the highest numbers of temporal streets, and that five further
countries have still above 1,000 such streets. In contrast, 60 countries
have at least one but less then ten temporal streets.

Temporal Coverage across Countries. As the total number of tem-
poral streets, the diversity of referenced dates also differs across
countries. Besides the distribution, Figure 2 also shows the temporal
coverage of all countries. In addition, countries with references to
more than 40 days are listed in Table 7. Although the coverage of
some countries is very high, there is no single country with a street
for each day of the year. While there are twelve countries covering
more than 100 dates, only six more cover at least 40 dates. Overall,

13High resolution plots with all country names: http://ts.wannauchimmer.de/.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_holidays_by_country
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_holidays_in_Oman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saar_status_referendum,_1935
http://ts.wannauchimmer.de/
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Table 6: Countries with highest number of temporal streets.

≥ 1,000 ≥ 300 ≥ 100

France 7,868 Ecuador 925 Belarus 250
Italy 7,166 Peru 861 Dom. Rep. 221

Brazil 5,550 Romania 854 Paraguay 195
Mexico 4,376 Uruguay 704 Venezuela 157

Argentina 3,132 Chile 507 Bulgaria 156
Russia 1,827 Hungary 332 Moldova 129

Portugal 1,678 Bolivia 318 Turkey 104
Spain 1,042 Cuba 100

Table 7: Countries with highest temporal coverage.

≥ 275 ≥ 100 ≥ 40

Brazil 362 Peru 255 Russia 95
Mexico 358 Portugal 235 Paraguay 81

Argentina 317 Spain 195 Dom. Rep. 67
Italy 306 Chile 172 Venezuela 59

Ecuador 286 Bolivia 126 Romania 48
France 284 Uruguay 110 El Salvador 44

streets of 43 countries refer to at least ten different days, i.e., 75
countries cover at least one but less than ten dates.

Brazil covers 362 dates of the year and only misses streets refer-
ring to February 22, 23, and 26 and to June 14. With Brazil, Mexico,
and Argentina, three American countries have the highest coverage
of the year although the total number of temporal streets is higher
for Italy and France (cf. Table 6). Particular low coverages despite
many temporal streets have Russia (1,827 vs. 95), Romania (854 vs.
48), Hungary (332 vs. 15), and Belarus (250 vs. 26).

Most Frequent Dates in particular Countries. Obviously, not all
dates are equally important for a country or region so that we can
hypothesize that in particular countries few important dates occur
particularly frequent in the street names. In Table 8, we list the
three most frequent dates in street names of countries with at least
500 temporal streets. In addition, we show the percentage of the
overall number of temporal streets covered by these dates.

European countries tend to have a much higher ratio of temporal
streets covered by the most frequent dates. For instance, May 8 and
March 8 cover 30.3% and 38.1% of the temporal streets in France and
Russia, respectively (though Russia can be considered as part of
Europe or Asia). With the exception of Spain, European countries
with more than 500 temporal streets (France, Italy, Russia, Portugal,
Romania) have at least a 20% and 50% coverage with the most
frequent and the three most frequent days, respectively. In contrast,
in Ecuador, Peru, and Brazil, the most frequent date does not even
cover 10%, and only Uruguay and Argentina cover more than 40%
of their temporal streets with the three most frequent dates. All
other Latin American countries (Brazil, Mexico, Ecuador, Peru, and
Chile) have a coverage of less than 30%.

While most of the dates mentioned in Table 8 do only occur
in one of the countries, the 1st of May is among the three most
frequent dates in eight of the 13 countries.

Distribution among Covered Dates. Figure 3 shows the distribu-
tion of temporal streets among all covered dates for countries with
more than 500 temporal streets. As for the three most frequent dates,
the overall distribution per country shows a similar picture: Euro-
pean countries (incl. Russia) have few very frequent dates while the
distribution across dates is more balanced in the street names of
the Latin American countries. Most notable are Ecuador, where the
50 most frequent days do not even cover 60% of all temporal streets,
and Romania and Russia, where 97% and 94% of all temporal streets
are covered by streets referring to the 25 most frequent dates.

4.2 Language-based Analysis
Figure 4 shows the distribution of temporal streets across languages.
Most streets have been extracted by the main languages used in
the countries with most temporal streets, i.e., Spanish, French, Por-
tuguese, Italian, and Russian. These are five of the 13 languages,
for which HeidelTime contains manually developed resources.

However, the next three most frequent languages are Romanian,
Hungarian, and Bulgarian – which are contained in HeidelTime’s
set of automatically developed language resources (cf. Section 2.4).
These “auto-languages” are even responsible for the extraction of
more temporal streets than the English HeidelTime resources, which
have been applied to process the street names of all countries. In
general, there are many temporal streets, which have been extracted
with one of HeidelTime’s “auto-languages”. Further examples are
Turkish, Catalan, Macedonian, and Azeri. In Section 5, we will
evaluate the quality of the detected temporal streets and also discuss
the performance of the “auto-languages”.

An interesting finding is that not only individual languages have
been successfully used for specific countries, but processing a coun-
try’s streets with multiple languages (cf. Section 2.3) is a good
strategy. For instance, not only Spanish, but also Catalan and Gali-
cian contributed to the extraction of temporal streets in Spain with
88 and 7 streets, respectively. Overall, 12 of the 13 languages with
manually developed HeidelTime resources (all except of Chinese)
and 19 “auto-languages” successfully detected temporal streets.

4.3 Time-centric Analysis
The temporal distribution across granularity levels is analyzed next.

Distribution across Days of the Year. In Figure 5, we show the
overall distribution of temporal streets across the days of the year,
i.e., for all countries jointly. Eight date references occur in almost
or more than 1,000 street names with May 1, May 8, and March 19
being the most frequent ones. Combining this information with the
numbers shown in Table 8 reveals that some days occur frequently
in street names of several countries, as will be further detailed next.

Coverage of Dates in Countries. Figure 6 shows for each day of
the year the coverage across countries. By far the highest coverage
is reached by May 1, which is referred to by temporal streets in 55
countries (probably because it is the International Workers’ Day in
many countries). Further well covered dates are mostly the ones
which also occur frequently in total (cf. Figure 5), namelyMarch 8 in
32 countries and April 25, May 8, and November 11 (15 countries).

However, there are also some dates, which occur in many coun-
tries but not very often in any of them: while May 9 is the third
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Table 8: Three most frequent dates, their frequency and ratio of temporal streets covered by them for countries with more
than 500 temporal streets. Dates occurring only once within the top-3 of these countries are highlighted.

France Italy Brazil Mexico Argentina Russia Portugal Spain Ecuador Peru Romania Uruguay Chile

date 05-08 11-04 09-07 05-05 07-09 03-08 04-25 05-02 08-10 07-28 12-01 07-18 05-21
freq. 2,383 1,483 526 487 583 696 360 155 61 79 221 117 65
ratio 30.3% 20.7% 9.5% 11.1% 18.6% 38.1% 21.5% 14.9% 6.6% 9.2% 25.9% 16.6% 12.8%

date 03-19 04-25 11-15 09-16 05-25 05-01 05-01 05-01 05-24 05-02 05-01 08-25 09-18
freq. 1,689 1,183 318 406 549 376 267 154 48 61 181 103 45

date 11-11 05-01 05-13 11-20 05-01 01-09 10-05 03-08 05-01 05-01 05-09 04-19 04-05
freq. 1,402 963 293 320 220 168 218 71 37 38 85 90 31

cum. 69.6% 50.6% 20.5% 27.7% 43.2% 67.9% 50.4% 36.5% 15.8% 20.7% 57.0% 44.0% 27.8%
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Figure 3: Coverage distribution; the 366 dates are ordered by frequency; America (top) vs. Europe (bottom).
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Figure 4: Coverage of dates across languages [log scale]; Hei-
delTime’s “auto-languages” are marked with *.
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Figure 5: Distribution across the year [log scale].

most frequent date in Romania, October 10 and 12, August 15, and
July 4 all occur in 21 or 20 countries but are not within the three
most frequent dates in any of the countries listed in Table 8.

Distribution across Months. Table 9 shows temporal streets accu-
mulated on month granularity. Dates in May, November, and March
are most frequent, dates in January occur least often.

Interestingly, May has also been the month with the highest
number of references to days in literary texts although in them,most
of the references have been used to anchor fictitious events [17].
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Figure 6: Coverage of dates in countries.

Table 9: Percentage distribution across months.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

3.1 4.1 11.1 8.7 25.3 4.9 7.6 4.3 9.1 5.7 11.9 4.2

Distribution of Explicit Years. So far, we did not distinguish be-
tween temporal streets with underspecified and explicit dates. Fig-
ure 7 shows the distribution of temporal streets with explicit year
information for all countries jointly for the years between 1780 and
2010. In addition, we mark the occurrences in particular countries
if a year occurs explicitly in more than five street names.

Obviously, events during World War II are most frequently com-
memorated with explicit year information, in particular in Italy
and France. Events during World War I, in particular in 1918, are
often commemorated in France, Romania, and Italy. Furthermore,
1789 (French Revolution) and 1962 (end of Algerian War) are very
frequent in France and 1989 in Romania and Moldova.
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Table 10: Evaluation results.

a) Extraction. b) Explanation harvesting.

TP FP prec TP FP prec

TS100 97 3 97.00% EH100 99 1 99.0%
TS118 110 8 93.22% EH98 94 4 95.9%

5 EVALUATION
We now evaluate the extraction and the explanation harvesting.

5.1 Evaluating the Extraction Task
Evaluating the recall is not feasible due to the high number of
streets across the world and the high number of languages that one
would have to be familiar with. Thus, we focus on precision.

Note, however, that due to the use of automatically created Hei-
delTime resources for several languages, it is likely that areas exist,
in which we failed to extract temporal streets, e.g., in regions with
morphologically rich languages. Further reasons for missed tempo-
ral streets might also be errors or missing streets in OpenStreetMap.

Data Sets. We created two temporal street (TS) data sets: TS100
with 100 randomly selected of the total of 41,179 temporal streets.
Due to the unequal distribution across countries, we further created
TS118 with one randomly selected street of each of the 118 countries.

The manual analysis was done by two annotators who were
given the following instructions: A street is correct if (i) the street
truly exists in the country, (ii) the street contains a date reference,
and (iii) the extracted normalized value matches the date in the
street name. To determine if the street truly exists, the annotators
made use of the NominatimAPI. To check if the detected normalized
value matches the date mentioned in the street name, the annotators
were asked to use Google Translate for languages they were not
familiar with. Both annotators judged all streets identically.

Results and Error Analysis. The results of the evaluation are
shown in Table 10(a). With 97% precision, the extraction quality on
the whole set of extracted streets is very high. Even if the streets
are not selected randomly on the full set but on country level, the
precision is still at over 93%. This drop allows the conclusion that
the precision is higher for countries with many streets. However,
we found no evidence that HeidelTime’s auto-languages resulted in
more errors than the languages with manually developed resources.

The perfect inter-annotator agreement also suggests that tem-
poral tagging of street names is less challenging than other types
of text, in particular when focusing on temporal street style date
expressions. Due to the multilinguality, however, processing street
names on world scale is nevertheless challenging.

Some of the false positives were indeed not even due to incorrect
temporal tagging but due to date mentions in the OSM street name
attribute although they are not part of the name. For example, a
street name is succeeded with “closed until May 2, 2010”. Further
errors were detected in street names containing numbers in date
format instead of names of months. Examples are “10-01 Forest
Service Road” and “Highway 6/10”. Extracting only street names
with month names could increase the precision.

Another curiosity, which we detected independent of the evalua-
tion is the street “31 de Junio” in Ecuador14 although the month of
June has only 30 days. Obviously, it is impossible to judge without
local knowledge whether this street is incorrectly named in OSM
or whether this name is indeed assigned to the (quite remote) street.
In Google Maps, this street had no name information at all.

5.2 Evaluating the Explanation Harvesting
The methods explained in Section 3 returned explanations for 62%
of all temporal streets. This number is the upper bound for the recall
of correct explanations, but temporal streets might also exist for
which the reason for the naming is unknown. We thus focus again
on precision, but we also analyze a small set of streets, which were
not assigned any explanation.

Data Sets. As above, we created two data sets. We randomly se-
lected streets from all the streets with explanations (EH100) and one
random street per country for which at least one explanation was
harvested (EH98). The annotator was expected to judge the correct-
ness based on the provided explanation, but, in case of difficulties,
the annotator was asked to use a search engine to manually validate
the provided explanation. If an explanation contains the correct
information for another street with the same name in the same
region, the explanation was judged as correct, e.g., the explanation
for any street in Germany referring to the 17th of June would be
accepted although the sentence might contain specific information
on the most famous street in Berlin (cf. Section 3.2).

A further data set (EH20) was created to determine the difficulty
of harvesting explanations for street names for which our approach
did not generate suggestions. We randomly selected 20 temporal
streets without explanations, and the annotator was expected to
manually search for explanations, first using country and date in-
formation and then using region information of finer granularities.

Results and Error Analysis. The precision of the harvested ex-
planations is shown in Table 10(b). As for the extraction task, the
precision is very high on both data sets but a bit lower on the data
set covering streets from all countries with explanations.

The analysis of the EH20 data set showed the following find-
ings: (i) For six streets, we could not find convincing explanations,
(ii) explanations for nine streets were found within a minute, and
(iii) explanations for five streets were found within three minutes.

For six streets, results were determined by querying the country
name and the date in English. For the remaining explanations,
we used a combination of country, date, and region information
(city or district or state). However, several explanations were only
detected on pages in languages other than English and several good
explanations were not among the top search results.

14http://www.openstreetmap.org/way/290165263

http://www.openstreetmap.org/way/290165263
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Above observations suggest that for famous combinations of
dates and country names, explanations can be found on other web-
sites, which we do not consider, yet. On the other hand, detecting
suitable explanations is a non-trivial task even for humans.

6 EXPLORATION
OurWeb-based applicationDATE-Rome15 (Date References OnMaps
with Explanations) can be used to explore temporal streets. The user
chooses a date on the calendar and is shown (i) a hierarchically
ordered list organized by continents and countries with temporal
streets for that day, and (ii) a map on which all these street are
anchored. The list items and the pins on the map can be selected
to receive information about the region and potential explanations
for the street name. In addition, for each temporal street, we link
to the closest streets referring to the previous and next days of the
year so that the user can travel the wold in a year chronologically.

7 RELATEDWORK
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first automatic, world-
scale analysis of street names. However, there has been a long
history in manually analyzing street names, temporal taggers have
been used to analyze diverse text types, and studying collective
memories through text mining has recently gained a lot of attention.

Studies on the Naming of Streets. There have been some
works on manually studying the naming or renaming of streets [3–
5, 8–10, 26, 27]. Most of them focus on particular regions and time
periods. Azaryahu [8] discusses the role of street names as “partici-
pants in the cultural production of shared past” and determines their
commemorative power. In [9], he analyzes the renaming of East
Berlin streets as an aspect of the German reunification and “inves-
tigates the ideological dispositions and political configurations that
[...] directed the process” to eliminate East Berlin’s communist past
from the commemorative landscape. Light et al. [26] study the role
of renaming streets “to legitimate [...] the ideology of revolution-
ary socialism” focusing on Bucharest, Romania during 1948–1965
when many streets were renamed to commemorate “a wide variety
of events and personalities from the history of Romanian and So-
viet Communism”. In [27], the same phenomenon of post-socialist
change was analyzed, considering renamed streets in Bucharest in
1990–1997. The renaming of streets in Arab-Palestinian localities
(pre- and post-1948) as an aspect of an official identity-formation
procedure that reflects ideological premises is studied in [10], where
the authors conclude that street names “offer historical orientation
[...] as well as an official version of historical heritage”.

An alternative restriction to perform a manual study that allows
to enlarge the region and time period under analysis is to focus on
particular street names, e.g., streets named after a particular person.
For instance, there have been detailed works on the challenges of
(re-)naming streets after Martin Luther King Jr. [3–5].

The only automatically performed study that we are aware of is
an automatic gender study of street names in seven cities, which
revealed that more streets are named after men than women and
streets named after men are more centrally located [32].

Distribution of Temporal Expressions in Texts. The pri-
mary domain in which temporal expressions have been studied
15http://ts.wannauchimmer.de/

are news articles. These are typically written in standard language
and are published at a specific time, which can often be used to
normalize underspecified and relative expressions [35]. In [11], oc-
currence types of temporal expressions in the TimeBank corpus
(manually annotated news articles) were analyzed. In [29], tem-
poral expressions in manually annotated Wikipedia articles about
wars are analyzed. In such narrative-style texts, the reference time
for normalizing underspecified and relative expressions has to be
detected in the text, which is often challenging.

Colloquial texts were subject of analysis in the form of short
messages [33] and tweets [38], and a general overview of domain-
sensitive temporal tagging is provided in [35]. An analysis if tweets
refer more frequently to the past or future is presented in [21],
where the tweets’ temporal expressions are analyzed accordingly.

While these works all analyze temporal expressions in particular
types of documents, none addresses street names or other texts
with such limited context. The probably most similar approach
is an analysis of date references (with explicit day and month in-
formation) in literary texts [17]. The focus has been on fictitious
happenings and not on date mentions to commemorate important
events as in our work. A further challenge in our work is the high
number of languages, which was never tackled in any study before.

Text Mining on Collective Memories. Collective memories
(mémoire collective) introduced in sociology by Halbwachs [20] can
be considered as collective view of the society on the past. Due to
large amounts of diachronic and dynamic corpora, several text min-
ing approaches have been suggested to study this topic on a large
scale. By extracting year references from large amounts of news ar-
ticles for various countries, [7] studies how the past is remembered
w.r.t. these countries. An exploratory analysis of history-related
tweets is performed in [37] by analyzing time periods referred to
on websites shared via such tweets. In [22], contemporary and
history-related information from Wikipedia was exploited to ana-
lyze historical persons and to estimate their importance based on
temporal aspects of Wikipedia’s link structure.

Suchanek and Preda coined the term semantic culturomics: the
idea is to exploit knowledge bases to semantically annotate and an-
alyze large (newspaper) corpora for discovering trends that shaped
society and history [36]. An approach to detect important events in
the past, present, and future is described in [1]. Based on frequent
itemset mining and semantic annotations in large document collec-
tions, identified events are ranked based on mutual information.

In [23], the negotiation and construction process of collective
memories is studied through an analysis of the long-term dynamics
of event-relatedWikipedia pages. An earlier study [16] analyzed the
collective memory building process by example of North African
uprisings starting in 2010, i.e., focusing on traumatic and controver-
sial events. Finally, in the context of the “Collective Memory in the
Digital Age” project, an analysis of Wikipedia page views revealed
the cascading effects between recent and past events [18].

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the phenomenon of street names with date
references and showed that temporal streets occur inmany countries.
Some countries even make heavy use of them, in particular in
Europe and Latin America. We also harvested explanations why

http://ts.wannauchimmer.de/
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streets in specific regions refer to particular dates. Though our
evaluation showed high quality for both tasks, it is sometimes
challenging to determine correct explanations, even for humans.

For 132 countries (or regions), we identified no temporal streets
– which might either be because such streets do not exist or the
temporal tagging was erroneous. While we recognized that for
morphology-rich languages, the automatically created HeidelTime
resources do not perform well enough, it is also known that areas
exist – in particular in developing countries – in which nameless
streets occur frequently [2]. However, in some countries, date ref-
erences in street names to commemorate important events seem to
just not be an option, e.g., in Australia.
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